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Part I: History
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VDB and JUWEL
Publications database VDB:
Centralized database of the scientific output
> 62.000 entries from ≈ 13 years (≈ +4800/a)
Obligatory input1 (editors at each institute, crosschecked by ZB)
Basis for
Scientific Report
Evaluations
Publication lists (e. g. WWW)
JUWEL:
Berlin Declaration for Open Access
Institutional repository (≈ 4500 full text files,≈ +560/a)
1cf. Publication Guidelines
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JuSER
VDB + JUWEL ⇒ JuSER
Juelich Shared Electronic Resources
Make your results visible:
open, accurate, reusable,
fast
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JuSER
Import interfaces (improve data quality, ease up input)
Exports to BibTeX/EndNote (Integrate with citations management)
Institute collections (collect and share documents)
Add full texts
Normalize as much as possible
Authors (tell apart Meier and Meier)
Institutes
Journals
Projects (POF, EU, . . . )
. . .
. . . You don’t need to care about technical details . . .
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Collections
Publicationsdatabase: Publications from Jülich
Documents in Print:
approved by your editor
not approved by the library
e. g. papers just available Online (missing bibliographic data e. g. pages, volume)
already visible on your web pages
JUWEL: (OpenAccess repository)
Help us to fill it!
Institute Collections:
Your private workspace
e. g. drafts, collected literature, journal clubs . . .
Access for members of your institue only
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Document Flow
Thanks to H. Lexis
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Institute Collections
JuSER can hold documents beyond your own publications
webbased literature management
document exchange at your institute
centralized collection of papers for your work
easy export to your formatting tools (BibTEX, EndNote)
commenting (individual and in group)
Institute collections require proper login
Non-VDB relevant items do not show up on your webpage
ZB does not care about how you use them
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Part II: Basic Usage
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Login
Username: your email address (x.y@fz-juelich.de)
Password: same as for web-/email
Access to the institute collection, personalization, submissions,
alerts, baskets. . .
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Submit
1 Log in
2 Select Submit from the main menu ( http://juser.fz-juelich.de/submit)
3 Select your document type
4 Fill in the submit form
Own publication? ⇒ VDB-Relevant = yes
Use import if possible (doi, pmid, arXiv. . . )
take care of the authors
5 Add your full text
6 Submit it:
“Finish & Release”: everything is fine
“Postpone”: continue later
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Field designations
Red: mandantory for a full bibliographic description
Black: might not all apply or not available
Blue: save manual work!
Import data
. . . is always available and allows to fetch data from external
sources.
Use it if possible!
PS: is the manual (german and english)
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Import HowTo
DOI: just insert the doi (e. g. 10.1016/j.physletb.2006.11.038)
pubmed: just copy from pubmed as displayed (e. g. PMID: 20923669)
arXiv: just copy from arXiv as displayed (e. g. arxiv:hep-ph/0610431)
ISBN: use the ISBN-field for this import
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Duplicate entries
At import via doi, pmid, arXiv. . . JuSER
can identify potential duplicates
refuses the import
shows links to the potential dupes
Exact duplicate detection is rather simple.
Near duplicate detection is not.
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E. g. DOI Import
Most red fields are filled in already!
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Authors
Upon import
authors are a mere guesses by the system. Check them!
: confirm the guess
: correct a wrong guess
: remove an entry
: clear the whole list
Associate only authors that show an email address/institute
If unsure, leave them red
Missing your initials? Change your phonebook entry!
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Author input and association
Note: ZB covers publication costs if the corresponding author is from Jülich.
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Your publications
Author association
allows easy extraction of individual and exact publication lists.
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Claim your work (required only once!)
1 Log in
2 Navigate to: Authorities / People (http://juser.fz-juelich.de/collection/People)
3 Search your name (e. g. ’Hofmann, D’)
4 Note the IDs in question (e. g. P:(DE-Juel1)VDB63458 and P:(DE-Juel1)129471)
5 Open details and check the records found by the link
All known publications (below the list of recent publications)
6 notify juser@fz-juelich.de
(e. g. if the above two people are the same, we need both ids to join them)
To search your publications use aid: and your ID in quotes (“”)
e. g. aid:“P:(DE-Juel1)133794”
Want only first authorships? Use fai instead of aid.
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Lorg 2
JuSER offers Google-like search plus a lot more
search keys for precise retrieval (e. g. aid, fai, cid, pub. . . for IDs see Authorities)
fieldnames: check the “any field” dropdown
phrase search: “foo” == foo exactly
substring search: ’foo’ == *foo*, (ie. foobar, barfoo, barfoobar)
regular expressions: // (cf. Friedl, DOA 007*03*)
boolean operators and bracketing (and, or, not)
Just key in your search in “simple” mode. E.g. all publications
from IBG-3 from 2008 to 2012
cid:“I:(DE-Juel1)IBG-3-20101118” and pub:2008->2012
2
(gaelic: to search, to find)
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Part III: Personalization
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Search History & Alerts
The search history is stored and accessible via
Personalize / Your searches (https://juser.fz-juelich.de/youralerts/display)
To set an alert
1 Initiate a search that matches the results required
2 Go to Your Searches
3 Use Set new alert on the right
4 Define name, frequency, email yes/no, basket name
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Search History & Alerts
Minimum frequency: one day
Baskets have to exist first
Use http://juser.fz-juelich.de/yourbaskets/create_basket
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Baskets
Baskets are individual subcollections
of any content + personal notes
Each basket is member of a topic
Baskets hold items and notes
Add via alerts or Add to basket
Export to BibTEX/ EndNote
Personal Baskets: only visible
and accessible by the user
Group Baskets
define rights
define groups
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Groups
Predefined: institutes
(. . . [FZJ FZJ eMail-Account])
Preassociated: institute
(if not: ITS)
Define your own:
Create new group
Names must be unique
Users have to join actively
Send invitation
Request membership
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Create & Edit Groups
Define join policy
Invite using web message
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Messaging
Look and feel like email
. . . but live within JuSER
Individual users:
use x.y for x.y@fz-juelich.de
Group messages:
use group name
Quota (currently 150 messages)
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Actions & Exports (from details view)
Add to personal basket
Export in structured formats:
BibTEX: for LATEXusers (cf. JabRef)
EndNote: for word processors + EndNote
Marc/MarcXML (internal format, complete dataset)
DublinCore (DC)
Author List with IDs (for copy&paste of large authors lists)
Modify (if you have the right)
Please request correction in case you find a typo etc.
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JuSER was brought to you by
Deutsches Elektronensynchrotron, Zentralbibliothek
Forschungszentrum Jülich, Zentralbibliothek
GSI Helmholtzzentrum für Schwerionenforschung, Biblitohek + Kern-IT
RWTH Aachen, Hochschulbibliothek
JuSER is powered by developed at CERN
Upcoming partners: FRM-II (Garching), IETP (Karlsruhe)
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Questions?
Alexander Wagner
Zentralbibliothek
Fachinformation,
wiss. Publizieren
Tel.: 1586
a.wagner@fz-juelich.de
http://www.fz-juelich.de/zb
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